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Recently I was doing some 
700 MHz work on the 
antenna range and needed a 
good source antenna. So I 
used a 6 cm horn. A 6 cm 
horn on 700 MHz? Yea, well, 
it is a pretty big 6 cm horn.

In the drawing you can see 
how only the end of the horn 
is used at the lower 
frequency.

For the second frequency 
you plan to use the horn on, 
calculate the size of 
waveguide – beyond-cut off. 
That is, the size of the 
opening that will not pass a 
wave on that frequency. For 700 MHz that works out to when the throat of the horn just over 200 
mm wide.

Now you can do the typical calculations for a Coax/Waveguide transition and mount the 2nd 
probe about ¼ wavelength in front of the cutoff point.  If you can measure SWR/Return Loss, then 
by all means tweak the length and position of the new problem.  It is handy to use a threaded 
though connector that will let you remove the low frequency probe, just in case you need to do 
some serious work on the horn’s original design frequency.

Just a technique to let you use that big 3cm horn on 6, 9, or maybe even 12cm.

Using Horns on much lower Frequencies
By Kent Britain 2E0VAA

Position of the new 
feed probe.
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Location: Hut 18, Tilgate Recreational Centre, Tilgate Forest, Crawley

As usual we will be running the UK Microwave Group annual construction contest for the G3VVB 
trophy. Please do bring along your constructed equipment and enter the contest. Entries do not 
necessarily need to have been constructed during the last year.

Do come along and support the construction contest and hear the talks.

Provisional times:–
10:00	 Venue opens
12:00	 Construction contest judging commences
13:00	 Lunch (rolls, sandwiches, tea/coffee available)

13:30	 Opening address by Derek G3GRO and the results of the construction contest
14:00	 'An Experimental Transverter for 3.4 GHz' or "Fun with filters" - by Mike Scott G3LYP
14:45	 'An Examination of Local Oscillator Noise' - by Chris Bartram GW4GDU
15:25	 Break (tea & coffee available)
15:45	 'A simple Diode RF Power Meter usable from HF to 6.0GHz' - by Peter Head G4FYY and Derek 

G3GRO
16:30	 End of meeting

If you need further information, see here, or contact Chris Whitmarsh G0FDZ or Derek Atter 
G3GRO
73, Derek Atter, G3GRO, Hon. President, CARC

Crawley Microwave Round Table
Sunday 11 Sept at Crawley Amateur Radio Club

Added 700 MHz probe on an SMA 
connector.
This one liked a bit of C to ground for 
best return loss, thus the T shape
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